British Mission to India and Plastindia 2012
Formed in 2000 Addmaster was established to provide a revolutionary, technical resource centre for plastics. The phenomenal success of this business model, including the award winning Biomaster range of silver based antimicrobial technologies, enabled us to expand this into other market sectors.

**OBJECTIVES**
- Evaluation of additional potential for the company’s products
- Support for local distributor
- Technical update for major customers
- Consideration of future market Coverage

**Address:** Darfin House, Priestly Court, Stafford, ST18 0AR, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1785 225656
Fax: +44 (0) 1785 225353
Email: info@addmaster.co.uk
www.addmaster.co.uk

---

Anthony Clark, Pranita Nangia, Susan Rothwell

Crain Communication is the world's leading supplier of specialist news - online and in print - for the global plastics industry. It produces magazines and specialist websites as well as plastics-related conferences and exhibitions. We are a publisher of PRW, European Plastics News, Plastics News (US) and organisers of 12 specialist plastics conferences and PDM exhibition held in UK.

**OBJECTIVES**
- To investigate the state of India's plastics industry
- To make contact with key players within India's plastics industry
- To gauge how the market operates across its various disciplines
- To identify the information needs of the industry and to judge how best these can be met.

**Address:** 26 Dingwall Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 9XF, UK
Tel: +44 208 253 9600
Fax: +44 208 253 9650
Email: aclark@crain.com
www.crain.com

---

Fergus Hardie

Hardie Polymers is one of the UK's leading Independent Distributors of thermoplastics now with sales office and warehousing in India.

**OBJECTIVES**
- Further develop our sales for high specification, cost saving recycled PP and PE compounds.
- To promote our activities in India and raise awareness of our brands
- To meet with existing and prospective customers
- To look for further opportunities in India for the supply of other thermoplastics from our range.

**Address:** 53 Stockiemuir Ave, Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 3JJ, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 141 942 3330
Fax: +44(0)141 942 4001
Email: sales@hardiepolymers.com
www.hardiepolymers.com

---

Colin Brookes

Boston Matthews design and manufacture complete extrusion lines for a wide range of industries and applications including Cosmetic/Soft Tube; Automotive; Medical; PEX Pipe; Packaging: Flexible Tube & Profiles. Boston Munchy design and manufacture energy efficient recycling solutions for a wide range of materials and material forms.

**OBJECTIVES:**
- We are looking for potential agent/distributor of our machinery in India

**Address:** Navigation Road, Diglis, Worcester, WR5 3DE, UK
Tel: +44(0)1905763100
Email: sales@bostonmatthews.co.uk
www.bostonmatthews.co.uk

---

Andrew Tombs

Dugdale PLC is a leading producer of Flexible and Rigid Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC) compounds for the UK and European Markets. With over 50 years experience in compounding for both extrusion and injection moulding applications, Dugdale PLC is proud of the reputation for excellence in both technical expertise and customer service.

**OBJECTIVES**
- Evaluate the potential for exporting pvc materials into India
- Identify potential consumers of Flexible PVC and open discussion for future partnerships
- Promote Dugdale PLC as a company who wants to supply into India
- Promote Dugdale PLC brands and products in India

**Address:** Valley Mill, Holmes Road, Sowerby Bridge, HX6 2AA, UK
Tel: + 44 1422 832501
Fax: +44 1422 833401
Email: sales@dugdaleplc.com
www.dugdaleplc.com
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Robert Fraser

Fraser Anti-Static Techniques Ltd
manufacturers equipment to control static electricity in the plastics and converting industries. Fraser equipment uses four technologies and is suitable for all types of production machinery.

OBJECTIVES
- Meet potential customers and discuss their requirements.
- Further research into Indian market.

Address: Fraser Cove, Tiverton, Devon, EX16 7RU, UK
Tel +44 (0) 1398331114
Fax +44 (0) 1398-331 411
Email: sales@fraser-antistatic.co.uk
www.fraser-antistatic.co.uk

Steven Gee, David McGee

Oxford Plastics is a leading manufacturer of Barrier Systems for the Traffic and Construction Industries, we are also a custom moulder using a wide range of materials.

OBJECTIVES
- New Business Opportunities
- How to do Business in India
- Making new contacts
- Fact Finding

Address: Unit T2, Enstone Business Park, Enstone, Oxfordshire, OX7 4NP, UK
Tel +44 (0) 1608672972
Fax +44 (0)1608 678899
Email: steven.gee@oxfordplastics.com
www.oxfordplastics.com

Peter Atterby, Terry Burton, Alex Clarke

Luxus Ltd formulates technical plastic compounds from recycled and prime polymers. Commodity and Engineering grade polymers are developed and manufactured for advanced applications in the automotive and electronics industry. Luxus also offers one of the most technically advanced plastics recycling facilities in the UK. Current capacity is 48,000 tonnes of compound per annum, rising to 70,000 tonnes in 2013.

OBJECTIVES
- To investigate technical capability of Indian Compounders
- To develop relationships with selected end users
- To gain first hand experience of Indian culture
- To gain plastics sector knowledge

Address: Belvoir Way, Fairfield Industrial Estate, LOUTH, LN11 0LQ, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1507 604941
Fax: +44 (0) 1507 609154
Email: alex.clarke@luxus.co.uk
www.luxus.co.uk

Marek Szandrowski

Overseas Exhibition Services Ltd
(Allworld Exhibitions Member) is one of the world's leading groups of exhibition organisers helping exporters worldwide to penetrate emerging markets.

OBJECTIVES: Promotion of:
- Plastics & Rubber Vietnam 2012, 29 Feb-2 March
- ProPak Vietnam 2012, 29 Feb-2 March
- ProPak Asia 2012, 13-16 June
- ProPak China 2012, 18-20 July
- ProPak Indonesia 2012, 10-13 October
- Plastics & Rubber Indonesia 2012, 10-13 October
- ProPak Malaysia 2013, 17 - 20 Sept.

Address: Westminster Tower, 3 Albert Embankment, London SE1 7SP, UK
Tel: + 44 20 7840 2108,
Fax: +44 20 7840 2111
Email: mszandrowski@oesallworld.com
www.allworldexhibitions.com

Mark Blezard, Andrew Sullivan

Rapid News Communication Group is a media communications company specialising in business to business marketing solutions in print, web, and exhibition form.

OBJECTIVES
- To improve exhibitor relations for Interplas 2014 trade fair
- To improve visitor awareness for Interplas 2014 trade fair
- Further the magazine brand MEP (Middle Eastern Plastics)
- Explore possible further brand exports into India

Address: Chowley Court, Chowley Oak Lane, Tattenhall, CHESTER, CH3 9GA, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1829 770037
Fax: +44 (0) 1829 770047
Email: mark@rapidnews.com
www.rapidnews.com

Phil Law, Stephen Hunt, Justyna Elliott

British Plastics Federation (BPF) is the leading trade association of the UK Plastics Industry, representing over 400 members including material suppliers, polymer producers, recycling and machinery manufacturers.

Address: 6 Bath Place, London, EC2A 3JE, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 207 457 5000
Fax: +44 (0) 207 457 5045
Email: bpf@bpf.co.uk
www.bpf.co.uk

Oxford Plastics innovation for safety

Robert Fraser
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REGAIN Polymers Ltd are a leading UK recycler of rigid plastics, specialising in the compounding and supply of specified grades of PP, HDPE and HIPS for a wide range of end applications including Automotive, Construction, Horticulture and Packaging. Following recent investment capacity is approaching 50,000 tonnes of compound per annum.

OBJECTIVES
- To meet with customers who have already taken material from REGAIN Polymers to establish closer relations and understanding of their needs.
- To meet with potential new end users who may have an interest in taking recycled compound.
- To establish a better understanding of the market dynamics and what REGAIN Polymers would need to do to become a known brand for key end market users of compound.
- To understand the current recycling supply and demand market in India.

Address: Newton Lane, Allerton Bywater, Castleford, West Yorkshire, WF10 2AL, UK
Tel +44 (0) 1977 604080
Fax +44 (0) 1977 603355
Email: ian.porter@regainpolymers.com
www.regainpolymers.com

Simba International has been in the plastics recycling market for over 18 years. We provide recycling solutions for post industrial, commercial & consumer scrap, specifically tailored to meet customer requirements. We have been sourcing and selling plastics of varying specifications including prime, near prime, off-grade, surplus, regrind, repelletized and scrap materials since 1991. We sell most of the grades of polymers - ABS, PC/ABS, PA, PBT, PC, PC/PBT, PC/PBT/PET, PE, PET, PMMA, PP, PPO, POM, PS, PVC, PVDC, PVB..etc. We have recycling plants and trading offices in USA & UK, partnerships/collaborations in rest of Europe and mutual trading partners in India.

Address: 11 Main Drive, East Lane Business Park, Middlesex, HA9 7NA, UK
Tel: +44 845 458 1701 or Tel: +44 7818 061 120
Fax: +44 208 385 2555
Email: Paresh@simbaplastics.co.uk
www.simbaint.com

TDG Recycled Plastics Ltd – Suppliers and buyers of plastics for recycling with over 25 years of experience. We supply raw materials to compounders, moulders and extrusion companies across the globe. Some of the plastic products that we sell:
- ABS - Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene
- HDPE – High density polyethylene
- HIPS – High impact polystyrene
- LDPE – Low density polyethylene
- LLDP – Linear low density polyethylene
- PC - Polycarbonate
- PET – Polyethylene terephthalate
- PP - Polypropylene
- PS - Polystyrene
- PVC – Polyvinyl chloride
- Nylon
- Bottle
- Film
- Rigid
- Some of the recyclable plastics that we will buy:
  - ABS - Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene
  - HDPE – High density polyethylene
  - HIPS – High impact polystyrene
  - LDPE – Low density polyethylene
  - LLDP – Linear low density polyethylene
  - PC - Polycarbonate
  - PET – Polyethylene terephthalate
  - PP - Polypropylene
  - PS - Polystyrene
  - PVC – Polyvinyl chloride
  - Nylon
  - Compound/pellet
  - Flake

Address: Pippins Fold, OCLE PY-CHARD, Herefordshire, HR1 3RF, UK
Tel +44 (0) 1432 820546
Fax +44 (0) 1432 820514
E: stephen_lambert@btconnect.com
www.tdg-recycledplastics.com

Looking for a trusted supplier in the plastics industry?

The British Plastics Federation compiles Buyers Guides in order to promote ‘best in class’ suppliers for specific market sectors in the Plastic Industry.

BPF Buyers Guides Available to Download for Free at www.bpfbuyersguides.co.uk